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INTRODUCTION

DEAR RBLs,

This is our guide to – ‘Establishing and Scaling 
a White-Collar Contract Division’.

Our e-Brochure may feel a little highbrow and 
is definitely packed with lots of great advice for 
you as the Business Owner, but if its advice on 
commission schemes, KPIs, targets, exits and 
the best suppliers, we have detailed information 
on all of these as well.

The reasons for developing a recurring revenue 
stream are multiple and pretty obvious, but it’s 
also great fun.

So many people, even those with a contract 
background, start up and just do permanent 
placements. Which can feel like a very nice 
cash-cushion, but it’s one you don’t actually 
need! Many never even get around to starting 
a contract business, as the thought of eating 
into their cash cushion is just too much to take! 

With this e-guide we hope to educate, inspire 
and motivate you to act sooner rather than 
later. Build a solid contract book in 2019 and 
set yourself for the global shift towards 
a ‘Freelancers feast, that is already well 
under way.

We would like to thank all those who have 
contributed to this brilliant guide.

If you would like more information on joining 
the RDLC check us out at www.rdlcpirates.
com where we have deals from the best sup-
pliers, 24/7 support from peers and experts, 
all through the relevant WhatsApp groups.

Top tip - When there’s a bump in the 
economy road, the contract world booms!

So seriously - join & do it!

GG 
JUST DO IT
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THE LANDSCAPE

The contractor landscape? is not only 
economically charged, but it is also 
a politically sensitive.

For a right sided government seeking to 
squeeze out more tax or a left sided party 
backed by Unions looking to apportion blame 
for employment issues, contractors can 
sometimes feel they are being weaponised for 
political points. Which they are! As politicians 
seem to treat all forms of temporary or 
contract worker as one and the same, when 
they can be very different.

Wrapping up a low skilled worker or a student 
on a zero hours contract without additional 
benefits to suit their schedule, with a locum 
Doctor or an interim CFO working at a high 
level, maybe saving lives or hundreds of 
jobs, just doesn’t work. Although they are of 
course very different in experience, skills, role, 
outcomes and the levels of tax they pay, they 
are unfortunately politicised as one to give 
ammo to HMRC.

When this happens we generally see added 
bureaucracy and a fudge to the present 
rules from whichever inept, under informed 
government body is in power Generally leading 

to an offset of more liabilities to be laid at the 
door of the agency. More bureaucracy, more 
cost, more tax. – Who knew!

It’s a bit like our banking systems good old 
CDOs (Collateralised Debt Obligations) that 
went bang in 2008 and started a huge 
credit crunch.

All the good, bad and toxic, were rolled up and 
given a Triple AAA ratings by rating agencies, 
who have their own shareholders to answer 
to. It served their purpose until it all went pop! 
Yet we still trust them to rate the same toxic 
providers today... A bit like our government 
and HMRC, clueless to the cause, but unlikely 
to change.

So some agencies fear these changes and hate 
the disruption, but don’t worry, its never as bad 
as it sounds if you can navigate the waters!

The trick is to be aware of all the pitfalls, 
liabilities, economic indicators and precursors 
to issues while building and running that 
successful contract book. 

Once you’re over the nasty box ticking bits, 
the remainder is very much worth the effort. 
It’s your prize for stepping up to the plate and 
leaving the worriers behind.

For a start, the UK has seen a 40% rise in 
contract workers via agencies in the last 
10 years and this momentum to push the 
contract market to new heights daily, weekly, 
yearly and forecast to continue for at least the 
next five years and we believe beyond.
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work must go on. So contractors numbers 
surge and like in many recessions, the flexi-
bility helps bridge and support the permanent 
workforce.

Contract rocks!

If you want to get ahead, stay ahead, then use 
your head, head up contracts.

“A globalised world of super large 
enterprises makes SME competing 
very difficult, so it actually 
promotes contractors at both ends 
of this employer market”

THE LANDSCAPE

Any uncertainty in the economy 
always partners an initial rise in 
contractor numbers. Whether Brex-
it, stock market falls, trade wars 
or currency swings; all push hiring 
managers to look at critical pro-
jects and to hire contractors.

Why?

Many businesses now have ‘flexible recruit-
ment strategies’, combining the foundations 
of a permanent workforce with the niche 
expertise and flexibility of contractors. Such 
strategies are seen as saving both time and 
money, but also leaving businesses less vul-
nerable to sudden changes.

A globalised world of super large enterprises 
makes SME competing very difficult at times, 
but it actually promotes contractors at both 
ends of this employer market.

Eg: Apple, the world most valuable firm has 
over 2 million employees, but only lists 80,000 
as permanent workers.

Apple knows contractors bring high level skills 
with high productivity, but without the liabili-
ties. 

Microsoft, who control 90% of desktop op-
erating systems, recently  surveyed its SME 
clients around their use of contractors and 
found an astonishing 44% saying that their 
model would have to be fully flexible by 2020, 
for them just to survive.

Large corporates have very different reasons 
for hiring contractors. Their aim is to scale, 
harvest profits and increase shareholder val-
ue. Whereas an SME is out to disrupt, improve 
and create real value... But both need con-
tractors to be competitive.

In fact it is a well-known pattern that when 
economies are growing and solid the perma-
nent placement market is very strong and 
agencies can be cash rich with placements. 
While contract is generally constant with fair 
incremental growth.

However, when there is  uncertainty, a  hia-
tus or recession, permanent placements slow 
due to last in first out mind-sets. People stay 
put, non-critical projects get shelved, line 
managers don’t want extra FTE liabilities, but 
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IN THE BEGINNING

There are a few things to be mindful of when establishing your Contract Division

Here’s 10 of the best: 

 More commercially minded to spot opportunities  
 and overcome objections, they can also be  
 naturally impatient!) 

 Avoid trying to find an experienced Contract  
 Manager  to build your team around - it’s a coin  
 toss at best  whether they will work out and  
 generally way too expensive – Take advice, 
 then learn your “how” and grow from within

 Have strong contract terms with punitive 
 re-employment clauses.

 Don’t go looking for PSL business as a way to  
 start, SME growth companies are always as 
 the priority.

But before all of this (which really isn’t as daunting as 
it might look, (I promise and we can help you with all 
of it), you need to consider this...

 Contract is a cash negative operation so 
 have finance sorted up front

 Contract requires risk management so full 
 compliance and controls are required

 Contract is 100% Client Driven so BD lead

 You can’t duel desk and build a meaningful  
 Contract business 

 Contract clients are line managers and 
 procurement not HR

 Contract is about selling (spin & insight) and  
 building relationships based on personality, 
 domain know edge and ability - none of which  
 you can do properly in an email lead environment!

 Contract consultants are in the most par 
 different (brave as to make tough calls and  
 lots of them.
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IN THE BEGINNING

What’s your compelling reason for 
people to need to work with you?

It’s not like Kevin Costner in Field of Dreams -
build it and they will come - yeah right! Life 
isn’t that easy.

We’re all perfectly familiar with the need to be
Super Niche these days, but even so is there
a market for what you do currently on 
Permanent in Contract? If not, what market 
resonates with you and your brand?

A great contract niche is a rare animal, it’s 
new, but not so new as to not have enough 
clients or supply yet - that means it’s 
scalable with clients interested to hear about 
your solutions, and candidates wanting to get 
into the space!

And as for a compelling reason, first 
understand what your client’s position is and 
deliver a product range that mirrors this!

Affiliation to a vendor or channel partner can
gain advantages.

Moving project teams across competitors 
once you build reputation.

Or simply being the agency of choice to the
candidate community might make a 
difference.

There are loads of ways to stand out, just 
don’t don’t don’t compete on price - that’s 
fool’s gold! The other no-no is to pick a market 
because an R2R says they have a super star 
from the “falafel space” who wants to join you. 
Their covenants will stand, and the person will 
most often fail, and you won’t know why!

The hard truth is that to get ‘Team Contracts’ 
up it requires one of, if not the most senior 
person to lead it!

That person needs to get their methodology 
and processes nailed BEFORE starting up (and 
we recommend only 1 trainer Trevor Pinder 
who really has the best methods for today’s 
market and is exclusive to the RDLC but there 
are loads out there).

There are great people we know who can plug 
any gaps the RDLC can’t whilst putting your 
contract ship into the water.

From deciding to go into Contracts to going 
live can be in under two weeks just don’t 
prevaricate. Just heed our advice and set it 
up right first time.

WHICH NICHE MARKET?
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Planning is initially as much about getting it down on paper and out 
of your head, as it is being the next billion dollar recruiter. Noth-
ing ever goes exactly to plan but you need to start, to be good, not 
good to start.

VISION AND PLANNING

 Pay, charge, % margins, compliance, 
 contract lengths

 BE AWARE credit checks are essential, 
 you are legally out of pocket from the first 
 minute of work from your contract placement.

 It is always a tough call asking for escrow, 
 but one you need

 Barriers to entry

 Total attributable and attainable Market  
 (geographically and vertically)

 Total attributable and attainable Market  

 MSP/PSL/RPO coverage and growth rate 
 run rates

 Competitor agencies, consultancies, numbers  
 of jobs advertised, CV numbers etc.

Before you embark on your very first contract plan, make sure you 
start with a nice basic SWOT analysis, a starting point to open up your 
thought process.

ANALYSE YOUR CHOSEN NICHE
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THE VISION

Your targets and yearly forecast may be 
set a year in advance, but this is only 
the overarching view to help align the 
business, target staff and set a yard stick for 
performance.

Numbers and plans need to  be looked at  on 
a rolling basis to ensure you are always on top 
of your business, your game and your cash!

A good plan with a good cash flow will help 
you to arrange a really strong deal with an 
Invoice Discounter (ID) or Factoring provider.

Exponential growth can be as hazardous to 
your cash as no deals if the right structures 
aren’t in place. Make life easy, plan ahead.

So you have a plan, a market map, a cash flow 
and a nice ID line, so sell the vision.

For your team to understand and achieve your 
plan, YOU must be able to detail it accurately 
and express it succinctly, in less than a 
paragraph.

Remember to KISS it –‘ Keep It Simple Stupid’ 
and they’ll march with you forever!

Now it’s just press 9 for an outside line and 
your off to the races...

JD Rockafella, a contract recruiter in the 
making, once said:

Building a contract division needs 
commitment and direction, but also 
a good back office with a scalable 
infrastructure.

Look at your organisational structure, 
operations, administration, finance, CRM and 
reporting. Will they support and deal with 
contractors working hours, days, weeks, 
months, splits contracts, multi-clients, maybe 
even in different currencies or countries.

Contractors come with far greater liabilities 
for the agency and its owners, so making sure 
the structure is robust when planning, can 
save a small problem becoming a big issue.

Once you have your basic plan and you’re 
happy with the opportunity, it’s time to run the 
numbers. A cash flow is not only important, 
but critical for any contracts business.

Once you have a cash flow you can map 
and stress test your growth, setting your 
headroom

sensitivities to ensure you don’t run too fast,  
but you can also catch yourself early if it 
starts to slow or the market changes.

“I’d prefer to earn 1% of  
100 people’s effort 
than 100% of just mine”
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THE INFRASTRUCTURE

have control over all these moving parts is not 
just smart it’s imperative.

The RDLC has built out the best possible tool 
kit for business leaders including suppliers 
and advisors to put your systems together 
and you can do this piece meal but there is an 
investment to be made on Rec tech even if 
you choose to outsource all the other bits.

The killer app is to build processes into your 
contract start up that YOU govern and people 
report upon.

Just don’t assume the infrastructure you have 
on perm is fit for purpose on contract.

Much like a plumber has a hammer 
and a saw and they do the same job 
as those of a carpenter, but they are 
essentially different.

So is it important to ensure your tools are fit 
for the job at hand plus there are more you will 
need to incorporate.

On contract you need to be able to react in-
stantly, 
have data and market intelligence at your 
fingertips, secure connectivity 24/7, compli-
ance processes plugged in, up to date credit 
data, finance MI, reporting across the entire 
function, pay and bill systems on point from 
online time sheets to automated early con-
tractor pay 
discounting, commercial contract rules and 
governance built in. Candidate re-generation, 
front end marketing automation to match or 
better the efforts the recruiters put in....

The list goes on...

On contract you will be paying out cash 
before you collect it and making sure you 
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THE DASHBOARD & MI

DASHBOARDS 
& ACTIVITY-TRACKING  
IN RECRUITMENT

Recruitment has changed substantially 
over the last decade. Technology now 
touches every element of the
recruitment process, providing an 
unprecedented opportunity to dissect 
your team’s data to discover which 
activities lead to what results. But if 
you find yourself tracking too much, 
it’s extremely easy for your business 
to become paralysed by data and end 
up worse off than you were before. 

This doesn’t just apply to you - it can hurt 
your managers and consultants too. We’ve 
seen companies go way overboard when it 
comes to choosing what activity to monitor 
and whilst there’s nothing wrong with reporting 
on a variety of metrics semi-regularly, you 
want to pick no more than 5 for your 
consultants to work towards on a daily basis. 

THE MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES 
TO SET TARGETS AGAINST

We’ve crunched data generated by 35 of our 
active clients to understand which activities 
agencies are measuring performance against.

These businesses range in size from 3 people 
all the way up to over 220. Here are the top 
5 metrics. 

1ST: CVS SENT (24) AND  
INTERVIEWS BOOKED (24)

When clients ask us what most others prioritise 
when it comes to targets, CVs and interviews 
are the two no-brainers as the two together 
touch every aspect of the recruitment 
journey. CVs indicate that a candidate has 
been sourced, a job has been found, and the 
two have been linked whilst interviews
indicate the engagement after that step.

For the curious, we most commonly see 
targets of 10 CVs sent and 3 interviews 
booked per week.

2ND: REVENUE (21)

Revenue is held to slightly higher regard than 
the number of placements/deals closed. 
We believe this is because of the nature of 
different sectors; some close a large number 
of placements at a lower deal value whilst 
some close far fewer but all at a much higher 
value. After all, placements don’t pay the bills 
- the money does. 
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MI

3RD: CALLS (18)

We were slightly surprised to see calls so high on 
this list but on reflection it makes sense. To keep 
your pipeline busy (and therefore your CVs and 
interviews flowing) you need to speak to people. 
Being phone shy doesn’t help, so over half of our 
surveyed clients turn to the dialler to ensure their 
people are keeping busy. 

4TH: PLACEMENTS/DEALS (16) 

Coming in just under calls is the one you may 
have expected to see in 1st or 2nd. As explained 
under Revenue, the variable nature of recruitment 
puts a little less focus on this metric but many 
still use it as a benchmark to see how different 
members of the same team stack up against one 
another in terms of deal volume. 

5TH: JOBS ADDED (14) 
Closing out our top 5 is the number of new jobs 
being added to CRMs. For what it’s worth, 10 clients 
track candidates added, 9 contacts added and only 
5 the number of clients added. We think this  
represents the state of recruitment quite well.
Some markets like tech are very candidate-scarce, 

whilst others like construction have an abundance 
of candidates but fewer jobs.

HOW AGENCIES ARE 
TRACKING TARGETS 

How you opt to track your team’s performance is 
ultimately down to you, but there are 3 methods 
that crop up more than any other. 

Spreadsheets: much more common in smaller 
businesses, MDs start off responsible for target 
setting and tracking before handing the 
responsibility off to managers or other directors  
as the business begins to grow. We’ve seen 
admin teams of 4-6 spending a good chunk of 
their time updating KPI scorecards when better 
solutions exist. Use this when you’re starting out 
if you’re after a cost-effective option, but be wary 
that it will have to change as you grow. 

CRMs: a few businesses use CRMs that have the 
built-in capability to track targets. Where CRMs 
often fall down is that viewing this data is restrict-
ed to admins only or it’s mixed in with a lot of 
other irrelevant data. The data is often disasso-
ciated from anything too - what are you actually 
being told? What do you do with it? Some are 
better than others at this so be careful! 

Third-party platforms: using systems 
designed for the purpose of tracking targets 
will get you the best results as well, that’s 
what they’re designed to do. They wouldn’t 
be around if they weren’t any good at it. Often 
you’ll find other features are built around this 
- a way of communicating targets, analys-
ing them, or incentivising them - and this is 
where the separation of CRM and a tool like 
this can come in handy. They do come at a 
cost so are better suited to growing teams but 
they should be considered by all even if it’s for 
a rainy day in the far-off future. 
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Unless you’ve been living under a 
rock for the last decade, you’ll have 
encountered dashboards before. 
Full of charts, numbers, dials – some 
are good, some are bad. 

MI

The golden rule is to ask yourself “what 
questions is my dashboard answering for 
me?”. Vanity metrics (ones that make you feel 
good but don’t help you take 
action) should be scrapped. Remember 
why you’re setting targets – to keep 
your processes repeatable, scalable and 
measurable. 

It’s not just for your sake either – if you can 
give your consultants access to a dashboard 
to use, go for it! That way they can ask 
themselves “what actions should I be taking 
next?” instead of relying on managers to hold 
them to account and direct them. The power 
of autonomy is a great motivator, especially 
with an increasingly younger workforce. 

If you need help getting started with 
dashboarding, target-tracking or data 
visualisation, give us a shout over at
www.oneupsales.co.uk. 

MARGIN OVER MONIES 

A successful contract book is key to company 
value and increasing multipliers. But it doesn’t 
come cheap. Though your consultants might 
not care what invoice factoring is, you need 
them to have margin in mind when negoti-
ating fees and building their contract book. 
£100 a day is worth a lot more to the business 
when it is a 20% margin vs a 10% margin. 

CONSULTANT CHALLENGE: 

Increasing weekly GP to climb up the 

leaderboards and enjoy jumbo pay days. 

HOW NS HELPS: 

NS displays averages as well as totals so 
consultants can focus on gains across weekly 
GP, total deal value and contract durations. 
The Runners page gives a window to the fu-
ture showing the impact of upcoming starters 
and finishers on their weekly GP.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 

Maintaining a healthy margin and not being 
blinded by the dollar signs of a large weekly 
GP figure.  

HOW NS HELPS: 

Managers and Directors can track department 
or company wide average margin, identify 
high margin accounts and set action points 
or team objectives for achieving incremental 
gains on margin and contract value.

DASHBOARDING YOUR METRICS
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Ok so it’s not just your contract 
consultants that you worry about 
retaining, but it can be easier for 
a successful contract biller to hide 
a dip in performance or potential 
disengagement. The timesheets 
keep coming in, but what happens 
if no one new is starting?

MI

BUSINESS CHALLENGE: 

It’s easy to see if a perm consultant takes their 
foot off the gas; it almost immediately results 
in a lack of starters and a pause in billing. But 
it may be several months before you see the 
financial impact of a contract consultants 
lack of activity. They are still top of the leader-
board, but should they be?

HOW NS HELPS: 

The NS score gives you an easy to read meas-
ure out of 10 as to whether consultants are 
giving it their all. It takes account of daily KPI 
activity and monthly action points in addition 
to the financials so you can see if consultants 
are dropping any plates and might need to 
some help, training, or be a flight risk. A score 
leaderboard 
is a great way to recognise and reward ex-
cellence whether they’re a future superstar 
trainee, or a target smashing big biller.

RETAINING THE BIG BILLERS 

NorthStar

glyn.blaize@northstar.ai

07958678668

northstar.ai
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STATEMENT OT WORKS

There is an increasingly expanding 
market, situated between consultan-
cies and recruitment organisations. 
Customers want specific projects  
delivered without the overheads of 
major consultancies. Who better to 
service this space than the talent pro-
viders themselves, experts in sourcing 
the skill.

The ability to use Statements of Work (or 
SoW’s) provides many significant benefits, 
offering true value driven services measured 
on actual performance, which additional-
ly benefits parties by ensuring outside IR35 
compliance.

Supplying SoW’s provides the opportunity to 
elevate services and market position beyond 
pure talent provision into more profitable,
outcome-based services. Truly differentiat-
ing against the masses and filling that much 
needed void. Further, it allows companies 
to engage in more strategic conversations 
around business challenges and needs, fo-
cussing on addressing problems with talent.

STATEMENT OF WORK (SOW) 101:
Quite simply, the SoW is a contractual 
agreement between parties that outlines a 
specific set of deliverables, timelines, mile-
stones, payment conditions and accept-
ance criteria to be adhered to for every en-
gagement. The SoW can be used at any time 
when there is a need to engage, measure 
and pay for services based on an outcome 
or deliverable, irrespective of the sector, 
technology or skill – if you can manage and 
report the outcome, SoW is a viable route.

The SoW is not a product per se, but forms 
part of the Solution or Service provided to 
customers...

POSITIONING: How to utilise SoW’s:

• Outside IR35 – Where the client knows 
 exactly what  they want, and a contractor 
 agrees to all deliverables  – this is 
 a back to back (1-to-1) agreement.

• Project Based – Where a client has the 
 need to augment an existing team and 
 or deliver something specific (which can 
 be measured), the SoW allows the ability 
 to carve out this subset into a specific 
 team or outcome.

WHY OFFER SOW SOLUTIONS:

Stuart Juggins, 
Industry expert in Solutions, 

Email:stuart.juggins@gmail.com
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STATEMENT OF WORKS

PRICING: Largely depends on 
management requirement:

• Instructional – simplest, typically based  
 on pure T&M and usually defined by 
 client = minimal  management, weekly 
 monthly sign-off review

• Effort Based – most common, a mixture of 
 T&M and Fixed Price against specific 
 deliverables or milestones = average 
 management, weekly on-site presence 
 plus sign-off meetings

• Performance Based – provides flexibility 
 to supplier, typically fixed price, provided 
 highest margin return but also carries  
 more risk = full management, 3-5 days  
 per week delivery management on site 
 plus comprehensive service reviews 
 every month

DELIVERY: How to manage 
the SoW and outcomes:

• Once client requirement is understood 
 and scoped, the SoW can be drafted with 

 all required terms & deliverables

• Once client requirement is understood 
 and scoped, the SoW can be drafted with 
 all required terms & deliverables

• Talent is sourced to deliver SoW outcomes,  
 either as part of team managed by SDM 
 or directly to client 1-to-1)

• If project based, SDM (or similar) will take  
 lead  and track/report activity as needed
 – this is largely to ensure customer 
 compliance and mitigate any risks arising.

In all but the simplest engagements, the SoW 
provider is responsible for ascertaining the 
risks in outcomes and how this will be tracked, 
reported and mitigated. It is recommended 
a person skilled in managing multiple service 
projects at one time across many clients is 
used. Typically, this would be a mixture of 
account, project and service management 
skills. This person (the “SDM”) would track and 
report all activity across all clients, reporting 
on usage, milestones, commercials etc.

IN CLOSING:

With the expanding gap between recruitment 
and consultancies, along with the gig economy 
and freelance workforce, now is the ideal time 
to invest in building a SoW service offering 
for future proofing your organisation and 
complementing your contractor/contingent 
workforce provision.
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SoW

Top Tips:

 LANGUAGE – Talk about the outcomes 
 project requirements, challenges etc. 
 don’t talk about skill-sets, profiles, CV’s 

 INVEST – SoW’s are legally binding  
 and can be complex, invest in the  
 proper expertise to scope and manage 
 these elements

 KNOWLEDGE – You must know the 
 respective market incredibly well and  
 understand the typical project 
 demands, not just the buzz words

 FOCUS – Pick 3-5 project/tech/skill 
 areas, maximum, even if you cover  
 many more

 CONSULT – Engage with your clients 
 inquisitively to uncover their concern 
 areas and explain how your SoW offering  
 alleviate these issue
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“Try to ease the pressure and 
take worry from the equation for 
all you staff.”

MAKING IT FUN

The RDLC know that “happy people 
make you money”, but Contract 
recruiters receive significantly more 
knock backs than those working on 
Perm. So Businesses need to build 
a winning culture with fun at the 
heart of it.

Contract Recruiters are chasing client com-
panies down for projects and skills gap op-
portunities 90% of the time. Only filing roles 
for around 5%, so lots and lots of phone work 
marketing, reference taking, networking, 
pitching and it’s really hard to keep their positive 
energies high. 

The best contract companies invest that  
remaining 5% of their time having a laugh 
and fun.

Don’t have “sales days” because by definition 
that means all the other days aren’t “sales days”.

DO HAVE:

• Spot incentives

• Personal challenges

• Games

• Competitions

• Loads of celebrating wins

Spot people working hard and walk them 
around the block to thank them.

Building loyalty into your contract team by  
remembering to invest in every persons 
“emotional piggy bank”. Knowing them, sayin 
 just the right thing to help them at just the right 
time - people remember these things small as it 
might seem to you, it’s massive to them.

And be mindful of the reward scheme 

The Contract scheme should not be the same 
as the Permanent one.

It takes longer to get up and running on contract 
but they earn more so we recommend no or a 
very small threshold so they get paid some com-
missions sooner but the bands at the top end 
need to be tougher to reach! Incentive targets

should be based only on new written business 
(not current GP or new extensions) Targets 
should be based on Net Gain +1:T 

So at £400 a week GP average regardless of 
finishers everyone in the business should be 
targeted to grow their weekly GP by £400 a 
week - so all on the same target - no argu-
ments or unfairness dramas! 

It does mean also it’s a level playing field and 
it doesn’t matter how well your top contract 
biller is doing, they can’t rest on their laurels 
- it’s all about growth individually and as a 
team. 

It’s a simple thing to understand but a mas-
sive effort to do it really well.



PART THREE OF THREE: SCALING CONTRACT

The RDLC’s Ultimate Guide to Contracts
to Build Your Business
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CASH FLOW

allow the assessment of any seasonal low 
points and highlight where corrective action 
may be necessary or where improvements 
can be made. It is also important to run sev-
eral sensitivities to ensure the business has 
sufficient headroom. For example, if your big-
gest customer decides they are now paying 
after 60 days instead of 45 days or the impact 
of a high number of contractors switching from 
limited companies to PAYE/Umbrella.

There are ways to alleviate some the working 
capital risk. A few providers will take on this 
burden for 3-4% of gross invoice value, which 
facilitates easier entrance to the contract mar-
ket.  However, this equates to 25-30% of your 
margin and you can be charged £40,000 to 
pay and bill just 10 contractors a year.

Alternatively, a good ID facility covering 80-
85% of invoices should cover your contractor 
outgoings provided your pay and invoice 
cycles are aligned i.e. weekly pay and weekly 
invoice or monthly pay monthly invoice. Whilst 
pay and bill is easily outsourced allowing the 
business more of a sayin how both clients 
and candidates are treated.

Once you fully understand the variables in 
the cash flow, have modelled and stress 

-tested the results, it is important to revisit 
the forecast to include the actual cash-flows 
and re-assess the assumptions made. It 
should be treated as a continuous process 
that focuses on the risks, highlights any 
funding gaps and helps the business avoid 
any nasty surprises.

When planning to start or rapidly 
expand a contract offering many 
businesses will recognise the  
incremental cost of consultants and 
other desk costs. However, the 
biggest single threat to success is 
the ability to fund the required 
levels of working capital. 

It may seem surprising, but many businesses 
struggle with cash flow because they un-
der-estimate their potential success. The ad-
ditional funding required for 1 consultant with 
20 runners could be in the region of £200,000 
after 6 months, half that if they only reached 
10 runners.

You should have aim to have a weekly cash 
flow forecast covering a minimum of 3 -4 
months.  The timing of VAT and PAYE pay-
ments often results in the lowest point in the 
cash flow occurring mid-month and there-
fore this is not picked up by monthly models.

I would recommend a weekly cash-flow cov-
ering 12 months, as it will incorporate any 
annual payments such as Corporation Tax, 

Dan Urmson  
of Finoptus Consulting 
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COMMERCIALS & 
COMPLIANCE

As we begin the New Year, now is undoubted-
ly a great time for agencies to look at growth 
plans for the coming months. While there 
are many ways to expand a firm – whether 
that be through investing in new markets or 
geographies arguably the most cost-effec-
tive method is to expand existing accounts. 
Investing time in strengthening relationships 
with international clients, for example, can 
reap huge rewards.

Not only do you have the benefit of already 
knowing the company and having strong rela-
tionships with key stakeholders, but by grow-
ing the scope of work to cover an international 
remit you will also have the added bonus of 
preventing any competitors from moving in on 
your client. After all, if you’re not delivering the 
staff, someone else will be. 

Expanding internationally is also a busi-
ness-critical strategy for contract recruiters 
specifically as global mobility becomes more 
appealing for employers and contingent work-
ers alike. And regardless of your company size, 
firms need to continuously look at expansion 
opportunities or risk their business stagnat-
ing. For agencies operating in the UK, sticking 
to this already saturated market is unlikely 
to yield the desired growth results. Looking 
further afield to destinations where there is a 
fraction of the competition is quite simply 
a no-brainer.

THE IMPORTANCE 
OF COMPLIANCE

However, while this may all sound well and 
good in theory, the fact is that placing con-
tractors overseas can be a compliance mine-
field. For those expanding their firm through 
existing client growth, the risk is that if you 
get it wrong you could cause the end client 
and your agency to face potentially hefty 
fines. A sure-fire route to losing 
a client altogether.

For example, incorrectly paying a contrac-
tor in Germany, for example through their UK 
limited company, not only means that the 

Agencies need to seek out interna-
tional growth in 2019: but beware of 
the compliance minefield.

6CATS SHARE THEIR GLOBAL 
INSIGHTS...

contractor is operating outside of the coun-
try’s legal parameters, but could also put you 
in breach of the Criminal Finances Act in the 
UK. And of course, each jurisdiction is differ-
ent, further exacerbating an already complex 
compliance landscape for 
contractor recruitment, an issue which will 
only get worse for UK firms after March.

So how can you balance global employment 
law and tax requirements with your firm’s 
need for international growth? Some choose 
to build an in-house compliance function, 
but this does result in the need to increase 
headcount, provide continuous training and 
has the potential to limit the scope of expan-
sion to the destinations these...
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COMMERCIALS

contractor. Secondly, that they will be around 
long enough to pay your bills and aren’t facing 
financial difficulty, that they have a good 
payment history with their suppliers and no 
CCJs against them as late payment will have 
an impact on your cashflow as this will erode 
your margin.

It’s worth investing in an online credit 
checking service such as Creditsafe or 
Experian where you can buy volume use 
annual packages which are significantly 
cheaper than paying each time you check.

The report will provide a snapshot of the 
company’s credit score based on the length 
of time they have been established, revenues, 
profit, directors, payment history and even 
market info/gossip can have an influence. 
If you need to dig deeper on UK clients, the 
Companies House records will probably be 
attached.

As a general rule you would base the amount 
of credit that you are expecting to provide 
against their credit score and limit i.e. If you 
have a contractor on a 12-week assignment 
who you will charge out at £ 2,000 per week 
you would ideally want a credit limit of at least 

£24,000 to feel reasonably confident that 
your client is capable of paying you. If you 
have a number of contractors on site, then 
the assignment costs should be measured 
against the credit limit i.e. 
3 contractors x £ 24,000 = £ 72,000.

If your client’s financial situation is not at 
a level where you would feel comfortable 
providing them with credit you have a number 
of options:

Ask for money on account i.e. 2 weeks charge 
and then weekly invoicing and 7-day payment 
terms.

If part of a bigger group to ask for a parental or 
sister guarantee where the parent or another 
company in the group will be liable to make 
the payments should your client not be in a 
position to do so.

...individuals have dealt with before. However, 
turning to an expert company with a team of 
highly-trained experts with experience across 
more than seventy countries is certainly 
a more cost-effective way to profit from 
international markets. If you 
are already working internationally or thinking 
of growing your contract business through 
international expansion get in touch today for 
an initial discussion on how we can help you 
achieve your growth plans legally, compliantly 
and profitably.

CREDIT CHECKING

Industry Stalwart and Recruitment Advisor, 
Mark Heath says…

When starting a contract business, it’s 
imperative to consider your cashflow as unlike 
perm, which is invoicing purely profit, you 
will be paying your contractors in advance of 
receiving payment from your client.

Firstly, you need to ensure that your client is 
well established and has the financial stability 
to pay your invoices and reimburse you for 
the payment that you have made to your 
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COMMERCIALS

and Criminal Finance Act not forgetting IR35. 
Placing in Europe and the rest of the world is 
another subject altogether.

You should have robust terms of business to 
use with your client and your contractor and 
ideally have these signed prior to your con-
tractor starting their assignment.

Typically, contractors in professional services 
will either have their own Personal Service 
Company  
(referred to commonly as Ltd Co.) or work 
through an umbrella company that will em-
ploy them and make the necessary tax deduc-
tions from their pay.

The essential checks you should make are:

Request a copy of their business Certifi-
cate of Incorporation ensuring that it is a UK 
based company (not Channel Islands or Isle of 
Man as this would be classed as offshore).

If it’s a limited company check that your con-
tractor is a director and owns at least 50% of 
the business.

Request a copy of their VAT Registration Certif-
icate if applicable. Photo ID (passport/driving 
licence)

Confirmation of their bank details with the
account being in the name of the company 
you have engaged with and UK based.

Confirmation of their insurance policies for 
Public Liability (often comes as a package 
with Employers Liability) and Professional 
Indemnity.

A letter confirming that they have Opted-out 
of the agency Regs if applicable.wvw

To get in touch with our 
contributors:

Escrow, where the money is placed with a 
solicitor/ lawyer to be used in the event that 
the client does not pay although this can be 
complicated.

A margin only agreement where your client 
engages directly with and pays your con-
tractor and you are only paid the gross profit 
margin by the client.

Ensuring prompt payment is essential so 
have 
an efficient invoicing chase process in place 
and 
a clause in your terms of business stating 
that you can remove your contractors if pay-
ment terms aren’t met.

MORE COMPLIANCE 
AND COMMERCIALS

Running a legally compliant UK contract book 
is complicated these days with HMRC Interme-
diary

Reporting, the Conduct of Employment Agen-
cies and Businesses Regulations (referred 
to as the Regs), AWR, Money Laundering Act 

6CATS / Michelle Reilly 

+44  (0)20 7374 5032

+44  (0)77 9543 1613

Michelle@6catsint.com

Mark Heath 
of Recruitment Advocates 

mark@recruitment-advocates.com

Mob: 07768 276270
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GETTING STARTED:
S.P.A.M.

Once you know your “why” you can build 
out your product offerings and refine your 
marketing strategy to make sure everyone 
knows what you stand for and that you are 
not run of the mill.

Pitch your story at a market that’s got scale 
and longevity and via an SME channel 1st 
always!!!

Make sure your business is established as 
a new business machine 1st and foremost, 
not a major account deliver / low margin 
dinosaur.

Learn the right skills right away, then your 
business will always be able to survive and 
thrive regardless of the economy!

P IS FOR PLAN

Contract Billers take a bit longer to get cash 
neutral, longer still to get to £2.5/3k a week 
(1st target) and even longer to get into life-
time service profit!

The infrastructure and processes costs to 
set up and run, plus you are paying to Factor 
or Invoice Discount so money costs money.

Also there is an opportunity cost to take peo-
ple off permanent desks so the first advice is 
once you have a story (your vision) you need 
to financially model it out.

Cash forecasting is the starting point for this. 
With a CF you can determine the operational 
drivers required to succeed.

For this we’ve reverted to the  
RecCeleRated S.P.A.M. Business 
Strategy Model

S IS FOR STORY

It’s important to have a compelling story for 
Candidates, Clients & Staff.

Your reason, the thing that sets you apart and 
brings you together as a business.

More than just being super niche!!

The thing that you think 1st about when  
considering every and anything :-

• The supplier of choice to candidates in space  
 based on.... 

• SoW only filling the gap between agencies 
 and consulting firms 

• Global players delivering the world’s leading  
 change programs 

Etc...
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S.P.A.M.

 Net Gain +1 model so at £500 a week aver 
 age GP after 2 learning months building up  
 to 20202020 a new recruiter should get to 
 £5k a week in a year.

• Use a standard growth model i.e.) hire 4 to 
 start and get the team to a combined 
 £10/12k (2.5/3k per person per month 
 average GP) maintain cost per desk at 
 £5/6k to generate 5/6k pp yield x12  
 months 60/72k pp annually. 
 This enable you to grow profitably.

• Target contract people on weekly GP never  
 monthly income 

 Don’t do splits on contract, run hot boards 
of killer candidates all should share- one team 
not independent states of Dave and Phil!!

• Stay true to your values and markets -  
 don’t stray to make it pay!

A IS FOR ALIGNMENT 

You need to build a reward and reporting 
environment where people can see where 
they are against expectations and know 
exactly how to do better and how they get 
paid more.

The secret to success is to grow as many 
billing managers as you can do don’t make it 
stupidly hard or too long for people to become 
one, or even worse make it unattractive to take 
it on!

What’s wrong with spotting talent 8 months in 
and giving them 2 trainees and a target to get 
the “team” to £9k a week to then jump mul-
tiple promotional levels and possible double 
their basic?!?!

NB) If you expect billing managers to get there 
in 2/3 years they will be earning too much to 
want the challenge!

If high margin business is a goal reward that!

If repeat business is the aim reward that!

If developing new business is the target  
(yes please!!) reward that!

Take a smart approach to all your incentives 
but always around growth and remember 
the importance of 100% system compliance 
to ensure your drivers and conversion rates 
are correct and meaningful. 

Things to understand when making 
a plan.

• Get you training right and in-line with the 
 story and that’s both SPIN obviously but 
 also INSIGHT SELLING more and more so 
 nowadays. (If you don’t know this we can 
 help you understand)

• Know your on boarding methodology and 
 have year 1 drivers established before you  
 trigger hires i.e.) 300 hiring managers added  
 by any new recruiter before going at it + 
 develop the PPP (people, products & places 
 pitch to learn how to exchange information 
 build relationships.

• We advocate the aspiring 20-20-20-20 
 model / talking to 20 contractors a day  
 (PPP), adding 20 hiring managers a day, 
 20 unique pieces of direct targeted & mass 
 email marketing & 20 follow up client calls 
 A DAY 

• DON’T WASTE TIME MAKING NEWBIES  
 RESOURCE EVER!! ON CONTRACT TGATS  
 THE EASY PART OF THE JOB!

• We expect and are seeing success with the  
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S.P.A.M.

Great management obviously means 
inspiring, motivating and leadership 
but having instant access to great 
performance analytics, MI and trend 
analysis via a dashboard all can see 
enables the boss to predict the future 
and positively impact performance in 
the day, week, month, quarter, Half 
and year.

The better the data and insight, the better 
the management can be at avoid boom and 
bust results.

It enables the top team to focus on incremental 
improvements and set competitions around 
the activities that actually make a difference 
rather than the old KPI’s that used to work in 
the 80’s! 

So build an improvement plan that’s 
supported by a great analytics tool such as 
One Up Sales or North Star (which are best in 
class and the best value for money)

Don’t have hour-long meetings with your 
team monthly if it’s sub 10 people (you know 
them and what they are doing so 10 mins is 
enough) 

Do set expectations based on their current 
conversion rates & define what good looks like

Don’t set a task without measuring it.

Do have consequences in place so targets 
mean something.

RBL’s can get access to lots of shared intel 
and data from across the RDLC as to what is 
possible and what is working to help set goals 
and budgets.

Avoid only reviewing performance at the
end of the month when things are over and 
done with.

On contract you can turn things around 
almost instantly so keep positive, creative and 
energetic all the time - no letting off!!

If you follow this SPAM model to get things 
mapped out from the “get go” you should 
have all the ingredients of a quality Contract 
Division.

M is for MEASUREMENT
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There is nothing better than momentum in 
a business, so when the plates are spinning, 
keep them spinning, don’t derail with unjus-
tified changes or the killer of all things busi-
nesses: complacency.

Double or die... Never look back and say, ‘what 
if, could I, if I’d just’, as all of these are worse 
than falling down trying, because you can 
always get back up and go again.

HOW TO SCALE YOUR CONTRACT 
BUSINESS ORGANICALLY 

Scaling a business can mean different things 
to different business owners.

Many will see this as increasing the number of 
consultants, which in return should  increase 
the number of contractors, a lovely double 
cash whammy, but ace when it works.

“The difference between 
what you get and what 
you want, is what you do!”

“In a growth business, every day 
should be a PB! – DK.”

Scaling up a business requires 
a different kind of effort to starting 
a business, as the pressure and 
expectations are already upon 
you...but that’s why we love it!

SCALING UP

For others it may mean dropping margin, 
managing far more contractors with 
technology and less humans. Again could be 
large capital costs if its propriety technology 
or if licensing on top of a reduced margin and 
increased reporting, is an additional cash 
requirement. Again, fantastic if it works.

Or starting with a new product or consultancy, 
that requires both people and price reductions 
to evangelise and get off the ground to scale. 
But we all love a brave first mover!

Whatever your strategy to scale, you need to 
start with the consumer before the product 
and don’t try to head off on multiple fronts, as 
not everything can be a priority.

Create value and target a channel, be famous 
for music before you star in a film!

Scaling is about setting off to win, not to 
compete, a passive mind-set will restrict your 
ability to scale a model quickly.

Remember as you scale, your competition will 
be worried and a race to the bottom on price 
can ensue. Don’t subscribe, there are no win-
ners in this, not even the clients!
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What technologies can take away the 
repetitive tasks, remove non-core business 
functions away and allow your sales people, to 
sell... more.

Speak with your bank and ID provider about 
your plans for scale, pre-warned is pre-armed, 
if additional cash support is required, they 
should be supportive.

Scale requires structure, the 
exoskeleton upon which to place 
your business mass. Stress-test 
your departments and systems 
against double, triple and mega 
growth. Investigate what will be 
needed in 6-12 months to grease the 
wheels and in 12-36 as foundations 
to greatness. 

SCALING UP

Expansion doesn’t have to stay in country, 
the world is now your oyster and the UK are 
number one at recruitment in the world.

But before you head overseas you need to 
get the right advice and guidance, terms and 
contracts, people and offering... although with 
the RDLC, this is already in place!
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SUMMARY

Contracts is more complicated than Perm, 
yes, but it’s really not as hard as it looks and 
it’s really worth doing it right.

For the procrastinators reading this there 
won’t ever be a perfect time, either you are 
making too much money on Perm and don’t 
want to miss that opportunity or it’s a bit flat 
so not the time to invest in the future.

For the seat of your pants merchants reading 
this the list of tasks to do up front will seem 
way too daunting and you will ask your people 
to duel desk and wing it... badly.

We urge you to both consider the opportunity 
cost of not doing this – this year.

Your investment in 2019 will be rapid every 
year thereafter. 

It will add shareholder value and any dreams 
of an exit will have just become significantly 
more likely!

We will help you with the advisors and part-
ners you require, and as members you will 
get all the advice and more you need to get 
up and running. In order here are the 3 things 
you need to do to have a fighting chance of 
success:

1. The hardest thing is getting the right  
 personnel in play

2. Then your modus operandi and internal  
 processes ironed out

3. Getting your compelling message out there  
 loud enough

Remember culture eats strategy for breakfast, 
but don’t go into the Contract game without 
solid finance and a grown-up cash forecast.

And enough already...

GG 
JUST DO IT
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RDLC is the leading professional network group for 
recruitment CEOs, MDs and Directors.

A virtuous calendar cycle of specialist events, seminars, 
24/7 online interaction and of course our famous 
‘Chatham House rules’ fine dining lunches, ensure there 
is something for every sector, vertical and geography
within recruitment.

Whether a new start-up, high growth or a multinational 
mammoth, everyone can draw on a wealth of industry 
knowledge and a peer-to-peer network that is unrivalled 
within our professionV

JOIN THE RDLC

WHY JOIN THE RDLC

WHY JOIN THE RDLC

Membership will help you grow either if you are in 
the UK Or via our international membership option.

Website: rdlcpirates.com info@rdlcpirates.com

Supplier deals - you’ll enjoy supplier deals from over 60 suppliers.

 Access to webinars lunches and workshops

Access to founders

Tech & innovation advice – due diligence

24/7 Peer-to-peer support channels

Business road-mapping 

Reward and remuneration comparisons

Management Information, shared trends and best practice

The learn more about the authors of this e-book guide see our contact details below:


